
DETERRING HOMELESS 
ENCAMPMENTS
There are more than 550,000 homeless people in the United States which creates a burden on local 
governments, communities, and businesses—especially on those that rely on public spaces. The retail 
business model relies on the ease of access for customers. Unfortunately, this also opens the door for 
homeless populations. With an increase in homelessness, there is also an increase in crime and a 
decrease in legitimate business. That’s why LiveView Technologies (LVT) has partnered with the world’s 
largest retailers to help deter unwanted visitors and to protect their property. Here’s a few ways LVT helps:

• ACTIVE DETERRENCEُLVT Units are meant to be noticed. They are 
stationed in parking lots and use cameras, lights, sounds, and advanced 
analytics to detect, deter, defend. Each unit’s detection and response to 
intrusions can be customized so you are only alerted when you
need to take action.

• Xy!ª0�²0(�²Çªß0Xmm�y!0ُLVT Units can have multiple cameras 
including optical, bi-spectrum, thermal, or panoramic. The added cameras 
help you know what is happening on your property any time of the
day or night.

• �((0(��Ç(X�ُPlaying classical music on your property at night is 
proven to deter loitering. LVT Units are equipped with a two-way speaker that 
allows you to play music, audio messages, and talk to those on your property 
in real-time.

• ª�§X(�(0§m�æw0yÀ��y(�0�²æ�w� XmXÀæُLVT Units do not 
require any hard wires or access to your Wi-Fi. They run on cellular 
connectivity which makes them quick to deploy and easy to move. In fact, a 
LVT Unit can be installed in 30 minutes or less and can be moved anywhere 
on your property.

• �((XÀX�y�m�Im��(��y(�²Àª� 0�mXJRÀ²ُGood lighting, 
especially some that is motion triggered, will eliminate hiding places on your 
property and deter homeless groups from setting up camps. LVT Units have 
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illuminate hiding places.




